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At Bucher Municipal, we innovate and engineer better cleaning and clearing solutions, helping our 
customers grow and maintain efficient and profitable businesses. Leveraging the over 200-year-old 
heritage of Bucher, we are committed to helping you achieve more using less. Taking pride in being 
seen as a reliable partner, we work locally with you in realising the possibilities for a smarter, cleaner 
and more efficient tomorrow. Today.

Bucher Municipal

For local contact and  
support, please scan  
the QR code or visit

buchermunicipal.com.au
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Improving the speed 
and efficiency with  
Bucher UrBin series 

Giving every city the 
power to change

At Bucher Municipal, we innovate and engineer better cleaning 
and clearing solutions, helping our customers grow and maintain 
efficient and profitable businesses.

By choosing Bucher Municipal vehicles for your commercial or 
domestic waste collection, you are not only choosing the best 
solution for your business, but also for the environment. 

As a reliable partner, we shape our products and services to give 
your business the best possible result for a smarter, cleaner and 
more efficient tomorrow. Today.

Fuel 
savings

Safer 
operation

Lower 
maintenance 

costs
Faster 

operation

More 
efficient 

collection
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Bucher Colour camera system 
NTSC camera with infrared night 
vision, wide angle lens with fisheye 
correction and IP68 rated for high 
protection from water ingress. Fully 
integrated into Bucher iQ.

Weighing System - Underbody 
Bucher Municipal’s load cell 
weighing system fully integrated 
into their own CANBus control 
system.

Weighing system - Bin lifter 
NMI approved bin weighing 
system providing very high 
accuracy for charge per lift 
applications.

UCBL Bin lifter - Twin
Single lift capacity of 200kg or combined 
400kg. It can lift single MGB’s up to 360 
litres independently or 660 & 1100 litre 
MGB’s when twin UCBL raised together.

Underbody (wide comb) bin lifter
Lift capacity of 600kg. Full range of 
bin sizes from 120 to 1100lt. It can 
empty up to 3MGB’s in a single lift.

Hard Garbage tailgate 
Heavy duty hopper bowl and 
sweep blade. For heavy duty 
applications such as hard waste 
collection. Comes with branch 
breakers for bulky green waste.

Heavy duty slide  
and sweep panels 
with optimal geometry  
for efficient compaction  
and longer working life.

Fastest bin lifter and  
compaction cycle times   
for most efficient collection

Available in  
6m3-24m3 body sizes for all 
applications.

Its low profile body  
provides access to height 
restricted areas.

Light weight wear  
resistant body   
providing maximum payload  
and collection efficiency.

Bucher IQ CANBus  
control system    
with diagnostic interface and  
10” touchscreen for ease of 
operation.

‘On demand’ hydraulic system    
with load sensing pump provides 
fast operation and reduced fuel 
usage.

What benefits does the 
Bucher UrBin rear loader offer?

Greater maneuverability for inner  
city collection.

Energy-efficient hydraulics and load 
sensing pump for faster and quieter 
operation.

Designed for rugged Australian  
conditions.

Provides a fully configurable control 
system and diagnostic interface.

Our mission is to keep your 
world clean and safe

Bucher UrBin rear loader series
Since its launch in 2010, the Bucher UrBin rear loader has 
been a valuable addition to the range of refuse products 
at Bucher Municipal. Over the years, we have continuous-
ly improved and developed this product based on feed-
back from our customers.

The Bucher UrBin rear loader is ideal for use in a range of 
applications, from light duty litter collection in parks and  

 
gardens, to heavy duty commercial, industrial and hard 
waste collection.  

Bucher UrBin, which stands for Universal Rear Loading 
Bin Lifter, is available in a variety of body sizes, ranging 
from 6m3 to 24m3 to suit a variety of 4x2 and 6x4 chassis 
configurations, including Electric Vehicles.


